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Abstract
This paper presents a new approach to improve the performance of power system by

enhancing the voltage profile and reducing the real power losses based on two stages fuzzy

controller which is used to select the appropriate size and location of capacitor banks required

to minimize the power losses and maintain the voltage profile in permissible limits.

The first stage of fuzzy controller is used to specify the optimal location of capacitors

installation, while the optimal size is specified by the second stage . The proposed method is

tested on a 34-bus, 74-transmission lines from Iraqi Northern power system with multilevel of

loads. The load levels are represented by 50%, 75%, 100% and 125% of peak load and

satisfied results are obtained to show the feasibility and flexibility of the proposed method.

Keywords : Load – flow , Fuzzy- logic , optimal  ,location , optimal size .
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1. Introduction
Electricity networks are called to accommodate more and more generation capacity in

order to supply the increasing demand. However, social, planning and environmental reasons

hinder  the  expansion  of  the  existing  networks,  but  even  where  this  is  possible  it  raises  a

tremendous cost for the operator. Therefore, the efficient utilization of the existing

transmission and distribution lines is not only suggested for economy, but also imposed by

need. Reactor and capacitor banks have long been utilized as a remedy for a series of
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technical and economic problems in power systems. Large reactive power surplus or

deficiency at light or heavy load operation, respectively, can be tackled with the placement of

reactor and capacitors at the appropriate network locations [1]. Furthermore, several methods

have been suggested for the reduction of transmission losses by the local consumption or

production of reactive power from optimally located reactive power compensation banks [2].

Finally, a series of methods are attempted to optimally allocate capacitor banks, so that both

losses are reduced and power quality is improved, using other inherent capabilities of those

elements[3-5].

In recent years, increased efforts have been centered on developing intelligent control

systems that can perform effectively in real-time. These include the development of non-

analytical methods of soft computing such as evolutionary computation and fuzzy logic.

These methods have proven to be effective in designing intelligent control systems and

handling real-time uncertainty, respectively. This paper is an attempt , which is based on

fuzzy controller to improve the performance of multilevel power system through voltages

profile enhancement and reduced the real power losses by installing capacitor banks on some

nodes in that power system.

2. Literature review
Fuzzy set theory applications have received increasing attention in various areas of power

systems such as operation, planning and control[6].Published literature describes several

approaches and techniques to the problem, standing out the analytic methods, heuristic

methods, numerical programming, fuzzy logic, ant colony optimization, tabu search, neural

networks, genetic algorithms and hybrid methods [7]. Mahdad and et.al describe in [8] a simple

approach based on logic concept. Fuzzy logic approach is described, which achieves a logical

and feasible economic cost of operation without the need of exact mathematical formulation.

P.V. Prasad and et.al in [9], present a novel method to determine suitable candidate nodes in

distribution systems for capacitor installation using fuzzy approach and capacitor-sizing

problem for loss minimization using Genetic Algorithm method. The proposed method has

been tested with several systems.

Tamer Mohamed Khalil and et.al in [10], propose a binary particle swarm optimization

(PSO) for optimal placement and sizing of fixed capacitor banks in radial distribution lines

with nonsinusoidal substation voltages. The objective function includes the cost of power

losses and capacitor banks with constraints which include limits on voltage, total harmonic

distortion (THD) and sizes of installed capacitors. Houssem Ben Aribia and Hsan Hadj
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Abdallah in [11],propose  an  approach  based  on  the  evolutionary  algorithms (AE)  to  solve  the

problem of maintaining an appropriate voltage profile, this task can be done by the

minimization of the active losses in the transportation and transmission lines by implantation

of reactive power sources to the load buses, in addition to the minimization of the active

losses, other criteria can be considered as the compensation devices cost and the voltage

deviation.

3. Overview of fuzzy control [12, 13]

A fuzzy logic controller (FLC) is an intelligent control system that smoothly interpolates

between rules. A fuzzy set may be represented by a mathematical formulation known as a

membership function. That is, associated with a given linguistic variable (e.g. speed) there are

linguistic values or fuzzy subsets (e.g. slow, fast, etc.) expressed as membership functions

which represent uncertainty, vagueness, or imprecision in values of the linguistic variable.

This function assigns a numerical degree of membership, in the closed unit interval [0, 1], to a

crisp (precise) number. Within this framework, a membership value of zero/one corresponds

to an element that is definitely not/definitely a member of the fuzzy set. Partial membership is

indicated by values between 0 and 1. Implementation of a fuzzy controller requires assigning

membership functions for inputs and outputs. Inputs are usually measured variables,

associated with the state of the controlled plant that are assigned membership values before

being processed by an inference engine. The heart of the controller inference engine is a set of

if-then rules whose antecedents and consequents are made up of linguistic variables and

associated fuzzy membership functions. Fuzzy set intersection, or conjunction, operators in

the antecedent are generally referred to as t-norms. They commonly employ algebraic min or

product operations on fuzzy membership values. Consequents from different rules are

numerically aggregated by fuzzy set union and then defuzzified to yield a single crisp output

as the control for the plant.

4. Design of proposed fuzzy controller
The proposed fuzzy controller which is used to specify the optimal sizes and locations of

capacitor banks placement consist of two stages which are:-

4.1. First stage fuzzy controller

Fuzzy controller in this stage used to specify the optimal locations which are the

capacitor banks installed on it. Node voltages and power loss indices are the inputs to this
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fuzzy controller to determine the suitability of a node in the capacitor placement problem. The

suitability of a node is chosen from the capacitor suitability index at each node. The higher

values of capacitor suitability index are chosen as best locations for capacitor placement. To

determine the power loss indices, the power loss reduction is calculated by compensating the

self-reactive power at each node at a time by conducting the vector based load flow method.

These loss reductions are then linearly normalized into a (0, 1) range with the largest loss

reduction having a value of ‘1’ and the smallest loss reduction having a value of ‘0’ for

calculation of power loss indices (PLI). Fuzzy variables power losses indices (PLI), voltage in

p.u. and capacitor suitability index (CSI) are described by fuzzy terms low, medium-low,

medium, medium-high and high. The fuzzy variables described above are represented by

membership functions as shown in Figures (1 and 2). To determine the location of capacitor

the voltage and power loss index at each node shall be calculated and represented in fuzzy

membership function. By using these voltages and PLI, rules are framed and are summarized

in the fuzzy decision matrix as given in Table (1).

Figure (1). Power losses index and capacitor placement suitability membership functions

(1st FLC).
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Figure (2). Voltage magnitude membership functions (1st  FLC).

Table (1). Decision matrix for determining suitable capacitor location.

DND
Voltage Magnitude

Low Low-Normal Normal High-Normal High

Power

Losses

Index

Low Med.- Low Med.- Low Low Low Low

Med.- Low Med. Med.- Low. Med.- Low Low Low

Med. Med.- High Med. Med.- Low Low Low

Med.- High Med.- High Med.- High Med. Med.- Low Low

High High Med.- High Med. Med.- Low Med.- Low

4.2. Second stage fuzzy controller

Fuzzy controller in this stage is used to specify the optimal sizes which are installed in

pre-specified location from first stage fuzzy controller. The inputs to the second stage fuzzy

controller are the voltage and load indices,  and the output is  the size of capacitor in (MVA).

The rules in this fuzzy controller are summarized in fuzzy rule table in Table (2), the fuzzy

variables; voltage, load, and capacitor size are described by the fuzzy terms; Down Very Very

Small (DVVS), Very Very Small (VVS), Very Small (VS), Small (S), Medium (M), Large

(L) and Acceptable (A). These fuzzy variables described by linguistic terms are represented

by membership functions, the membership function are graphically shown in Figures (3, 4
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and 5). The construction of these functions can be based on intuition, rank ordering or

probabilistic methods [13]. The membership functions for describing the voltage have been

established based on the ICE standards of acceptable operating voltage ranges for power

systems ( valueunitperof%51 [14]). The membership functions for the load and

capacitor size are established to provide a ranking. The minimum membership value for the

two inputs propagates through the consequent and truncates the membership functions for the

consequent of the rule.

Table (2). Decision matrix for determining capacitor size.

AND
LOAD

S M L

VOLTAGE

VS VVS Vs S

S VS DVVS S

M VVS VVS VVS

L DVVS S VS

A None None None

Figure (3). Voltage membership function (2nd controller).
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Figure (4). Load membership function (2nd controller).

Figure (5). Capacitor size membership function (2nd controller).
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5. Fuzzy inferencing and de-fuzzification
After the fuzzy controller receives inputs from the load flow program, several rules may

fire with some degree of membership. The MAX-MIN METHOD involves truncating the

consequent membership function of each fired rule at the minimum membership value of all

the antecedents. A final aggregated membership function is achieved by taking the union of

all the truncated consequent membership functions of the fired rules. For the capacitor

location problem, resulting capacitor placement suitability membership function,
S

, of

node i  for k  fired rules is given by:- [9]

]][min[max )(),()( iiP
k

i
VS

 (1)

Where
P

and
V

 are the membership functions of the power losses index and voltage

magnitude respectively.

For the capacitor size problem, resulting capacitor size membership function,
C

, of

node i  for k  fired rules is given by:-

]][min[max )(),()( iiV
k

i
LC

(2)

Where
V

and
L

 are the membership functions of the voltage magnitude and load level

respectively.

Once the suitability and capacitor size membership functions of a node is calculated, it

must be defuzzified in order to determine the node suitability and size ranking. The centroid

method of defuzzification is used; this finds the center of the area of the membership function.

Thus, the capacitor suitability and capacitor size indices are determined by:-

dzz

dzz
CorS

CS

CS

)(

).(

,

, (3)

Where

S, C is the Suitability of optimal location and optimal capacitor size respectively.

)(
,

z
CS

 is the membership function.

Z  is the height of the membership function.
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6. Proposed solution method
From studies and experiments with several methods reported in literature, a two- stage

fuzzy controller is proposed to solve the problem of voltage collapse and increase in real

power losses which effect  the performance of power system. First stage fuzzy controller is

used to specify the suitability indices of buses, since the buses of highest suitability indices

(SI) represent the optimal locations to capacitor placement, the second stage of this fuzzy

controller works only with the buses previously selected. The proposed method consists of the

following steps:-

1- Perform Load-Flow program to calculate bus voltages and power losses considering

the original configuration which means without any capacitor installed.

2- Bus voltage (BV) is defined for each bus dividing the voltages calculated in step one

by the substation voltage.

3- Calculate the power losses reduction by injecting the same amount of reactive power

at every node of power system.

4- The losses reduction calculated by step three are linearly normalized into a "0" and

"1" range with the largest losses reduction having a value of "1" and the smallest one

having a value of "0", the values between "0" and "1" are the power losses indices

(PLI).

5- Values which are calculated from steps two and four (BV and PLI) are the input

values  of  1st stage fuzzy controller to find the optimal locations of capacitor

installation which represents the output of this controller.

6- After specifying the optimal locations of capacitor installation in steps (1-5), the

variables of BV and the amount of load in each load level are processes as input

variables to the 2nd stage fuzzy controller to find the optimal sizes of capacitor value

in MVA installed in each pre-specified optimal locations. The optimal value of

capacitors represents the output of 2nd stage fuzzy controller.

7- After finding of optimal sizes and optimal locations by two stages fuzzy controller,

the load flow program is then performed again to know the impact of  proposed

solution method on the real power losses reduction and if the voltage profile within

permissible limits  ( valueunitperof%51 ) or not.
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7. Application
The proposed method is applied to 34-bus, 74- transmission line power system whose

single line diagram can be shown in figure (6). This power system is derived from a portion of

a transmission power system from Al-Mousel in the north of Iraq found in [15].  This  power

system consists of bus-1 as slack bus, buses 30,31,32,33 and 34 as voltage-controlled buses

and buses from 2 to 29 as load buses. The power system under test is subjected to four levels

of loads namely Level-1 (50% PL), Level-2 (75%PL), Level -3 (Peak Load) and Level-4

(125%PL). The system parameters and initial buses data are shown in Tables (3-5). [15].

Figure (6). Single line diagram of power system under study .[15]
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Table (3). Network data .[15]

Length (Km)B (P.U)X (P.U)R (P.U)To BusFrom BusBus-No
630.36430.012020.001433021
630.36430.012020.001433022

1831.0680.036050.004123
1831.0680.036050.004124
840.490.016540.00182315
000.0360616
000.0360617
000.0360528
000.0360529
000.03605210
000.03607311
000.03607312
000.03607313
660.03420.14650.03675414
660.03420.14650.03675415
100.005180.02220.0055632416
100.005180.02220.0055632417
260.019170.040580.007258418
260.019170.040580.007258419
580.030.12880.03229520
580.030.12880.03229521

12.60.00650.02790.00713522
12.60.00650.02790.00713523
230.01130.05380.024714524
490.02380.11580.057315525
90.00660.0140.002534526
90.00660.0140.002534527
60.00440.00940.001629528
60.00440.00940.001629529

59.50.02980.136150.049318630
430.02160.098070.034319631
100.0050.02290.008420632
100.0050.02290.008420633
100.0050.02290.008420634
100.0050.02290.008420635
160.011790.02490.0044621736
160.011790.02490.0044621737
140.0070.0320.011822738

140.0070.0320.011822739
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Table (3).Continued.[15]

Length
(Km)B (P.U)X (P.U)R (P.U)To BusFrom BusBus-No

530.02650.012150.044823740
530.02650.012150.044823741
290.02140.04530.008124742
290.02140.04530.008124743
200.010.04590.016933744
200.010.04590.016933745
200.010.04590.016933746
200.010.04590.016933747
330.01710.07320.01839848
380.02580.06590.0133710849
700.03620.015550.038911850
470.03040.08590.018412851
370.01920.082170.020511952
290.00980.04220.01056121053
260.01250.0620.0326151454
430.02150.09850.03636161555
430.02150.09850.03636161556
250.01250.05730.2114171557
250.01250.05730.2114171558
370.0190.08710.03213181759
370.0190.08710.03213181760

23.50.010.04580.0169191861
410.01970.09770.0515312462
410.01970.09770.0515312463
320.018730.064110.01457333164
320.018730.064110.01457333165
310.0150.06870.02479253466
370.01850.0850.03128263467
110.005540.02510.0087262568
250.01250.05740.02114272669
250.01250.05740.02114272670
550.2020.0420.00715282771
550.2020.0420.00715282772

13.60.010030.02120.00379282973
13.60.010030.02120.00379282974
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Table (4). Load data .[15]

)Mvar(Q)Mw(PBus-No)Mvar(Q)Mw(PBus-No
213718001

2835191735952

11517220003

488921004

326322005

293223006

69.410424007

531352512188

571892630389

529227132010

378728344311

56158.229131812

0030243413

0031222814

0032202415

619333101816

275134264217

Table (5). Generators data .[15]

Base Value (100 MVA)

VGi maxVGi minQGi maxQGi minPGi maxBus-
No.

1.10.954-213.21

1.10.953.5-1.59.830

1.10.950.25-0.150.831

1.10.950.2-0.10.632

1.10.950.8-0.21.633

1.10.950.5-0.051.434
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8. Simulation results
An Iterative method of Load-Flow analysis namely Newton-Raphson method is used

as a tool to determine the power losses and voltage profile of test power system before and

after installing shunt capacitors used to improvement the performance of power system under

study. The proposed solution method is based on designing of two-stages fuzzy controller to

find the optimal sizes and locations of installed capacitors. The output of 1st stage  is  the

suitability indices of every load buses which are illustrated in Table (6), from this table we

find that the optimal locations are Buss 25,26,27 in the first level and Buses 11, 25,26,27,28

in the second level and Buses 11,14,15,16,25,26,27,28 in the third level and

8,11,13,14,15,16,25,26,27,28 in the fourth level due to its highest suitability indices. The

output of 2nd stage of designing fuzzy controller is the optimal sizes of capacitors which are

illustrated in Table (4). Also the values in Table (7) show that the minimum bus voltages

during all four load levels are less than permissible limits of pre-specified minimum allowable

bus voltages, then these values became within permissible values after capacitor installation

as well as the reduction of real power losses with percentage reduction ratio of 28% in 1st

level  ,  35%  in  2nd level, 39.2% in 3rd level and 51.42% in 4th level after the installation

process. The differences in the real power system before and after the capacitor placement in

all study load level are shown in Figure(7).

Figure (7). Impact of solution method on power losses reduction.
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Table (6). Suitability indices of optimal locations.

Bus No.
Suitability Index of optimal locations

Level-1 Level-2 Level-3 Level-4

Bus-2 0.133 0.170 0.203 0.433

Bus-3 0.240 0.315 0.325 0.366

Bus-4 0.185 0.327 0.438 0.345

Bus-5 0.485 0.250 0.438 0.345

Bus-6 0.426 0.320 0.345 0.395

Bus-7 0.285 0.325 0.335 0.413

Bus-8 0.413 0.422 0.439 0.652

Bus-9 0.325 0.388 0.415 0.437

Bus-10 0.24 0.275 0.313 0.417

Bus-11 0.488 0.619 0.625 0.666

Bus-12 0.238 0.326 0.412 0.444

Bus-13 0.335 0.413 0.463 0.736

Bus-14 0.426 0.400 0.776 0.852

Bus-15 0.413 0.390 0.765 0.801

Bus-16 0.400 0.327 0.740 0.810

Bus-17 0.190 0.225 0.250 0.35

Bus-18 0.222 0.250 0.247 0.249

Bus-19 0.312 0.250 0.239 0.246

Bus-20 0.320 0.250 0.313 0.237

Bus-21 0.295 0.245 0.205 0.222

Bus-22 0.315 0.300 0.312 0.381

Bus-23 0.240 0.251 0.255 0.275

Bus-24 0.312 0.285 0.222 0.295

Bus-25 0.710 0.783 0.883 0.950

Bus-26 0.701 0.783 0.883 0.930

Bus-27 0.665 0.755 0.855 0.950

Bus-28 0.239 0.676 0.825 0.925

Bus-29 0.180 0.250 0.247 0.211
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Table (7). Simulation results of proposed solution method.

Load
Level

Optimal
Locations

Optimal
Sizes

(MVar)

Minimum Voltage (P.U) Real Power Losses (MW)

Before
improvement

After
improvement

Before
improvement

After
improvement

 Level-1
Bus-25
Bus-26
Bus-27

15.00
15.85
16.15

0.9240
0.9204
0.9255

0.9606
0.9576
0.9630

16.3644 11.7730

Level-2

Bus-11
Bus-25
Bus-26
Bus-27
Bus-28

18.00
15.00
15.85
16.15
16.50

0.9377
0.9094
0.9036
0.9163
0.9324

0.9690
0.9577
0.9537
0.9509
0.9659

29.2004 18.9847

Level-3

Bus-11
Bus-14
Bus-15
Bus-16
 Bus-25
Bus-26
Bus-27
Bus-28

18.00
16.50
16.65
18.00
17.50
21.85
18.15
18.50

0.9126
0.9078
0.8765
0.8592
0.8810
0.8723
0.8705
0.9012

0.9511
0.9683
0.9475
0.9625
0.9507
0.9565
0.9505
0.9604

58.4939 35.5592

Level-4

Bus-8
Bus-11
Bus-13
Bus-14
Bus-15
Bus-16
Bus-25
Bus-26
Bus-27
Bus-28

19.50
18.00
15.60
16.50
16.65
18.00
17.50
21.85
18.15
18.50

0.8954
0.8933
0.8722

    0.8255
    0.8029
    0.8974
0.8577

    0.8454
    0.8370
    0.8720

0.9687
0.9579
0.9543
0.9265
0.9586
0.9607
0.9573
0.9525
0.9607
0.9511

78.1732 37.9732

9. Conclusions
A simulation program for improving the performance of multi-level load power system

by using two-stage fuzzy controller is prepared in the MATLAB-7.5 programming language

to specify the optimal sizes and locations of shunt capacitors. The fuzzy logic approach is

very appropriate to solve the size, location, and control problem, it is more efficient to solve

this kind of problem especially when specialist's knowledge about the problem is included.

This  paper  presents  a  proposed  controller  for  managing  the  voltage  at  the  different  nodes  of

multilevel power system; it is based on the fuzzy technique using shunt capacitors. A real case

study has been introduced indicating the applicability and effectiveness of fuzzy set theory to
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manage the voltage in power systems in addition to reduction of power losses. Fuzzy logic

approach reduces the search space and consequently decreases the execution time, increasing

the chances to reach the global optimal solution.
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